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tEPID - an unconscious stepping into a deep thing. My mother gave birth to her first born in 1977; a time
when students were cordially welcomed to the birthing room to document the unusual sight of the breech
birth. My brother tip toed into the expanse of a room, his head leaving last. I imagine what this may have
felt like. I use these collages to decipher colours and forms which then come into sculpture.
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artwork: Kirsty Louise Jones
kirstylouisejones.tumblr.com

poem: Dale Nueringer, illustration: Maisie Shearring
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Russian? Balkans? Cartoon? Carnival? Definitely some kinda circus….The lead singer of Edinburgh
based band Bobok MISHA DOUMNOV explains their unique take on music
Bobok came to life on October 2012 when my brother Daniil and I decided to put together a “cartoon band”
doing covers of old Soviet cartoon themes. What came about was something quite different…
Daniil and I are Russian ex-pats, that is we actually left the former Soviet Union on refugee status. I was born in
Moldova (next door to Romania), Daniil was born in Akademgorodok, near Novosibirsk; we grew up with Russian “criminal chanson”, music from people like Vladimir Vysotsky, Arkady Severyj etc. We also grew up with
amazing Russian cartoon film music, which has always been my main love as a composer.
Like many “bohemian” folk we fell in love with Balkan music when Emir Kusturica’s film “Underground” came
out in 1995. Daniil has been playing accordion since the early noughties, and had learnt a lot of Balkan and
Roma (Gypsy) trad folk stuff. I’ve been playing violin and singing since I was five. For the last ten years I’ve
been working as a film composer, been in several bands and done a bit of Jamaican Ragga-style rapping… I
had learnt quite a bit of Balkan folk music as well of course, but my roots have always been in Russian crime
music. I’ve also been a big fan of the Leningrad band (not to be confused with the Leningrad Cowboys, Leningrad are a seminal Russian ska-punk band) for a long time now and they have definitely been a big influence
on our music.
So what is Bobok? The name is an absurdly silly thing, it comes from a Dostoyevsky short story where the main
character hallucinates voices of the dead. All the voices say is “Bobok, bobok” which in Russian means “little
bean”, but it’s essentially nonsense. Our songs are mainly in Russian and English. I write the songs, although
we do a couple of covers - a Roma brass band tune (which is in Roma and Serbo-Croatian), a Screamin’ Jay
Hawkins tune, a Leningrad tune. I started by writing Russian crime tunes like the following song Murda Tango
(tango was a popular rhythm in Russian crime music since the ‘20s) with a kind of drum ‘n’ bass beat but with
English lyrics:

“… with the same hands that had loved her/ I stabbed
her ten times with my dagger/ ‘cause she ran off with
my brother without a solitary word/ And now I’m
locked-down in prison/ I know love and the summer
are just seasons/ I’m getting strapped into the chair
and the gutters are all full of leaves”
I decided on the line-up: trumpet and trombone, accordion, violin, vocals, bass, drums, plus guitar on
some songs. The plan was to write originals but to
use eastern scales and the ever-present Russian crime
themes, Klezmer-style melodies and Ragga rhythms,
big Ska and Jamaican dance-hall bass-lines. I came
over to Edinburgh in early August ’11, brought a number of songs with me, we recruited the guys, who are
all amazing musicians, and by October ’11 we were
gigging.
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So what’s all this fuss about Balkan music? Well I’ve mentioned the film “Underground”; the soundtrack was mainly
Balkan Brass-band folk (and Gypsy) standards arranged for
the film by Goran Bregovic and performed by his band. It’s
important to note that Bregovic didn’t write any of these
tunes- they are all folk tunes. The soundtrack quickly made
its way into club remixes, and that started the Balkan craze in
the late nineties. People also started noticing the Guca Brass
Band Festival in Serbia which quickly became a popular tourist
destination.
Most people know about Balkan music from cover bands who
play the standards made popular by Bregovic etc, the electronic producers who’ve gone and found folk tunes and injected some beats into it, or from bands who write Balkan-fusion originals. A lot of bands have been marketed as “Gypsy”
or “Balkan” who sound nothing like the genre, like Beirut or
Gogol Bordello, so people who haven’t heard actual folk music often have a fairly inaccurate perception of it. In my opinion, real Balkan music remains largely unknown in the West.
Bobok have been slapped with the Balkan sticker by promoters and audiences. We’ve never tried to imitate Balkan
music, we’re just influenced by it, and much less so than by Russian music. We try to write completely original stuff
that doesn’t sound like ANYTHING but of course everyone will always say we’re a Gypsy band because there’s brass,
accordion and violin. My Russian friends think we write Russian music; people just compare things to what they
know. I guess what we’re making is something people don’t exactly know yet.
We’re all about cartoon absurdism, we pull stupid faces on
stage and jump around like clay animation characters, the ska
flavours come from Russian cartoons more so than Jamaican
ghettos. And to me, it’s about the lyrics as much as anything;
much of it is a celebration of being free, being freaks, not settling down, not needing to belong. Our song “Road to Roam”
has a kind of Russian-Klezmer swagger in the verses and a
Balkans-influenced horn line in the bridge, but what really
makes it is the lyrics:

“…Now my best years are gone, and I’m still all alone/ but you
know I’ve got a girl in every port/ all my passports are fake,
all the cops are on the take/ my case has never been heard in
court/ All I got is inside my brain, plus my family of freaks/ and
my pillow is a fiddle-case/ You don’t need no house nor bed,
if your balls are made of lead/ and your only mirror is your
lover’s face...
Give me a road to roam, I never want a home, never say goodbye, only say let’s go/ Horizons and the gutter-dust are better
than a buttered crust, and that’s the only life I wanna know.”
Bobok’s eponoymous EP is available to download from their
website
www.bobok.co.uk

article: Misha Doumnov, illustrations Laura Jones, title: Sophie Ruthven
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photography: Oliver Benton
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Opening the gate leading into her house, she tripped over Peter.

‘Ow, watch it!’ he said.
‘Why are you lying on my path?!’ she asked as she stepped over him.
Peter stood up, brushing the dried leaves and mud off his coat. She looked over her shoulder at him as she struggled with the ever-resistant key. He was barely visible in the dark, but his face was infused with a red glow from the cranes that stood in the distance.
‘Boredom, a place to sleep. Oh and I may have fallen out with Lisa again… maybe, I’m not sure, can I stay here tonight?’
‘Nope.’ Finally pushing the door open, she walked into the hallway and closed the door firmly behind her. She took off her coat as she
walked into the front room and looked out of the window. Peter had sat back down, this time on the small stone-wall bordering her garden, his face turned towards the stationary, yet flashing, cranes.
Sighing, she settled in for the evening. Two hours later, he was still there, seemingly content.
‘Curse that man,’ she muttered. Her evening meal suddenly didn’t seem all that satisfying. She battled with herself for a few minutes, before getting up and putting the rest of the dinner she had intended for tomorrow, grilled fish with some vegetables, onto a plate to heat it
up. Stepping back outside with the now hot leftovers, some cutlery and a blanket, she sat down next to him.
‘I’m not letting you in,’ she grumbled, as she passed the meal over to him. The fish’s eye stared up vacantly at Peter as he started to eat.
‘I know,’ he said, smiling at her.
Peter had one of those faces that, even when he smiled, seemed perpetually sad. He was not a depressing person; on the contrary, sometimes getting him to let go of something he was particularly enthused about was near impossible. Nonetheless, she always knew it was a
compensatory measure, for often she had suddenly caught him, in a room full of people, looking like he had just realised he was the only
one who saw the elephant there. Tonight it was especially true, his smile heaving itself up to meet his eyes, only to give up and fall back
down.
‘”Unreal city…”’ he murmured, looking back at the cranes.
‘”Under the brown fog of a winter dawn,”’ she replied. ‘Is Eliot in the good books again?’
‘Naturally. One needs such one-liners to appear intelligent,’ he said, smiling crookedly, but she knew he thought otherwise. He had spent
their first summer together buying her poetry anthologies, hoping to both educate and inspire her, never writing any himself. ‘I think too
much, Elspeth, I’m never here often enough to write.’
He pointed with the fork. ‘Do you ever look at those cranes?’
‘Look at them? They look at me,’ she replied. She drew the blanket around the two of them, snuggling closer to his thin frame to keep him
warm.
‘Ha! Oh Elspeth.’ He wiped his mouth as bits of vegetable tumbled out.
‘What?’
Looking directly at her once more, he replied, ‘You’re just as lonely as me.’
She stared back until she felt uncomfortable, then looked down at the ground. They sat in companionable silence for some time.
‘I started to write about them the other day,’ she muttered.
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‘Oh yeh? You’re writing again?’
‘Started to.’
‘Hmph,’ he said, catching her accusatory tone. He put his unfinished dinner to the side and
then wrapped his arm around her. ‘Tell me about them, then,’ he whispered, ‘the cranes.’
Leaning in, she sighed. She would never admit it to him, or even to herself if she could
avoid it, but she couldn’t talk to anyone else so freely. Yet she hated being so dependant on
him and his cohort of ‘dead white male poets’, as he sardonically called them. For this, for
everything.
‘I came home one day and they had moved. Not much, just rotated, sort of… Anyway, I
properly saw them for the first time. I saw their heads, their long graceful necks. I saw them
protectively watching over their young, raising them. I saw them walking, running, running
far away, crying because they’d left home. They… they took flight, became brilliant birds
with red and pink wings, soaring high above me. Their tears turned into rain, and I began to
drown and…’
She stopped. She didn’t feel embarrassed, but she remembered how it had ended. She was suddenly annoyed at Peter for making her
relive it.
A car drove past in the distance, but they were quite alone, huddled together against the rapidly cooling night. Their silence felt different
now, to her.
‘I wish I saw the world the way you do, Elspeth.’
She pushed away from him and crossed her arms. ‘I spend my life watching people’s backs and birds’ wings getting smaller. You see the
horizon.’
Recovering from her sudden movement, he curtly replied, ‘there’s nothing in the fucking horizon, we all tell ourselves there is but it’s a
fucking line in the sky.’
‘Then why do you keep chasing it?’ she replied, but immediately regretted it.
Flinging the blanket away, he stood in front of her. His hands pressing on her shoulders hurt. ‘Because I want to see those fucking flying
cranes, El.’
He had turned away before he saw her flinch. Running his hands through his hair, he began to agitatedly pace the pavement.
‘Because we all pretend to see something, El, they all fucking pretend, and I…’
He stopped, seeing the fish’s naked skeleton perversely swimming in a greasy puddle of vegetable oil. His eyes suddenly flashed, maliciously; he picked it up and came back to her.
‘What do you see now dear Elspeth, what do you see? Do you see the fish with its mummy and daddy in the fucking sea, the bastards all
shit faced and happy, swimming away from us and our nets, huh? ‘Cos I see a fucking dead fish, El, and you know what, it’s smiling at me,
IT’S FUCKING SMILING.’ He broke the fish’s head off and threw it down the street with a yell, along with the rest of its spindly bones. Then
he sat down against the wall and began to cry, his body convulsing in harsh, irregular sobs.
Elspeth tried not to make a sound, but inside of her, another house of stacked cards fell. So quickly and foolishly built, they just as quickly
joined the ever-growing pile of blunt spades and rusty diamonds beneath them.
She was done with yelling now. She’d quit it a long time ago, along with cigarettes and friends. She would not give him the match to ignite her mountain of paper faces.
Standing up, she quietly picked up her things, and walked inside. For once, Peter didn’t move.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
The next morning he had gone, as she knew he would. Closing the door behind her as she headed out, her eyes raw and red, she found a
note under a rock:
Forgive me, Elspeth. I am selfish and I love you.
short story: Roisin O’ Brien, illustrations: Sophie Ruthven
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Damien Hirst at the Tate Modern
Since his career began in the 80s, Hirst has been a magnet for media attention. But unlike most of us who might fear criticism,
Hirst seems to thrive on it. In an interview earlier this year, he admitted that he enjoys hearing about the negative comments
as much as the positive ones. He says, it’s ‘brilliant’ that people can have such strong opinions. Although this is an admirable approach to criticism, ironically, it adds fuel to the fire for those who believe that Hirst isn’t in fact interested in the art of
creation, but in the art of provocation. Critical reviews of this exhibition would prime the visitor to expect an experience that
is fun and eye-catching, but fairly one dimensional. Surprisingly, however, despite phrases like ‘money-grabbing show off’
being flung around in the media, this retrospective revealed him to be an intuitive and thought-provoking artist. It is an exciting journey following his progression from Goldsmiths undergraduate to the renowned artistic maverick he is today, and his
development of certain themes and ideas is clearly exhibited.
The most significant themes which recur in his works are those of life and death. These may seem a bit melodramatic, but
Hirst presents them in a way which accesses our own subconscious fears. In many of his works, such as the infamous shark in
formaldehyde, death literally stares you in the face. It makes for quite an unnerving experience, which is eloquently summed
up in Hirst’s title for the piece- ‘The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living’. Many of the works dealing
with death are quite shocking, but despite this, Hirst makes one aware of how difficult it is to fully empathise, and comprehend this idea of non-existence.
In contrast to these darker pieces, the works focusing on ‘life’ are vibrant and uplifting. His ‘Spin’ paintings- created by pouring paint on a spinning circular canvas- are an expression of life in their vibrant colours and energetic splashes. In the same
room, a beach ball is suspended by an air vent below. These works seem to present life, in all its glory, and all its fragility. The
ball floats happily above us, but we sense the threat that as soon as the air vent is turned off, it will become an inanimate object once more.
How we deal with this realisation of our mortality is engrained in many of Hirst’s pieces. Several works have religious undertones, which look at the immortal life offered to those who are faithful. Hirst displays a series of stained-glass window effect
works- made up of hundreds of butterfly wings- which are both beautiful and repulsive in their treatment of death. We get the
same uneasy feeling with the final piece of the exhibition- a dove suspended in formaldehyde in the pose of the Holy Spirit.
Hirst is also fascinated with society’s desire to stay eternally young- a reaction against our mortality. Medicine cabinets full
of candy-coloured pills and rooms full of pharmaceutical products and surgical tools show the lengths we go to in order to
remain young and healthy. But we know that ultimately, medicine can only prolong life, not prevent death.
Hirst is often criticised for his art, and in particular for the way he produces it- he famously uses apprentices to create his
works. Whether or not the visitor is swayed by the Conceptual Art argument- that a work’s merit is in the concept rather than
the craft- this seems irrelevant when faced with some of Hirst’s boldest works, which provoke a universal, human reaction. He
says of producing art, ‘hopefully you make something that
will excite people - things they
won't forget, that will wake up
parts of their brain.’ This exhibition shows Hirst to be an
artist who reflects our time,
but whose works also explore
themes which will still be relevant in years to come.
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